
Dear Family, April 23, 1981 

It has been a long time since I have writen. This letter is going to Charlotte's 
and my side of the family so some of this information may be a repeat for some 
of you. 

Hannah is now four and ahalf months old. She is developing her own personality 
and is such a joy. Until fairly recent, Hannah was an extreamly quite baby. 
The only time she would cry was at meal time. Even when her pants were ready 
for a change, Hannah would rarely complain. This last week she has learned to 
scream. It is a complaint which means, "I want some attention." We are afraid 
those qui£t days are gone forever. Still, she is so good for the most part. 
~ wish her older sister would take some lessons. 

Sarah isn't taking all of this new baby stuff sitting down. She still wants 
everyone to know who was born first. She feels that attention should be given 
in the same order as age. Most of the time Sarah says, "I want you to HOLD ME!;; 
You could say she has a mild case of jealousy. We do not have ~ worry about 
Sarah hurting Hannah, but occafionally we have found Sarah sitting on Hannah. 
Hannah thinks it is great. She very rarely cries. 

Sarah has very good body coordination. She likes to balance herself on the brick 
work by the drive way. She isn't afraid of hights either t which scares her mother 
to death. Sarah also speaks with excellent diction and pronounces her words very 
clearly. All of the other mothers in the ward with children of similar ages have 
been amazed at her pregress and vocabulary. We supose it comes from being the first 
child. Sarah also loves to play with other children. Hurry up and grow Hannah. 

Charlotte has recovered from her pregnacy for the most part. She ~back down to 
109 pounds and feels good about her weight. Nursing helps to burnvalot of calories. 
There isn't much exercise in it though. She still would like to get some of those 
stuborn stomach mus~ to go down. She can look good in a waisted dress, but 
woman are never satisfied with themselves. Charlotte is enjoying Hannah as a "good 
baby", unlike Sarah who had colic for the first four and a half months. Charlotte 
said if all of our kids were going to be as good as Hannah, she would be willing 
to have ten kids. 

We got a very good tax return this year. The first thing we did with our state 
return was to buy a used piano. It cost us about $600 and plays great. Charlotte 
has been wanting a piano for such a long time. Then wen we got our federal return 
we bought another car. It is a 71 Dodge Dart we were able to pick up for $1400. 
The nice thing about it is that it only has 3~.~~00 miles on it. Considering my 
folks have a 68 Dart with 190,000 miles on ittWith out any major work on it, VVe 
feel we finally bought a car that will be free of problems. 

Two weeks ago I took the Professional Engineering Exam. If I have passed it then 
I will get a cirtificate stating "Pass". It really doesn't mean much except for 
status or if I change jobs. I feel that I have a fair to good chance of passing. 
It will take three months before I get the results. 
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